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My comment mainly  stresses the methodological aspects of the historical research and writing. In this sense, it comprises

two parts. The first part is devoted to survey the mutations and crisis of the historical discipline during the twentieth

century throughout  the world and to offer some reflections about the diciplinary identity and the task of the historian. It is

important to point out that I will mainly present an overview of the commmon topics, methodological features, and crisis

that have been present in the evolution of the world historiography, aspects that which may differ within the context of

national framework. In the second part, I will present some topics and questions for a further disccussion, being aware

that.the most important challenge of any historian has always been to rethink about the practice of the historian from the

interior of this practice.

I. Paradigms, shifts and crisis

It is not always easy to clearly identify a dominant interpretative orientation within the historical profession in any given

period, but usually some common  features can be patched together. The burden of the profession of history has been that the

academic discipline has changed and developed in response to national and institutional as well as intellectual pressures.

The formulation of different explanatory paradigms depends on the diverse conception of the historical reality. In fact, the

way in which the object of research is ontologically defined will strongly condition the explanation and the methodologies to

be adopted. In this respect, there have been three main ontological conceptions of the object of knowledge, which have been

the foundations of the various historiographical orientations. First, the aggregational conception that was the basis of linear

models of historical explanations led by the positivistic and hemeneutical currents clearly  predominated up to the nineteen

thirties

The profession has been strongly influenced by the positivistic idea of creating historical facts by finding, controlling and

finally editing new archival sources. There was no place for metaphysics, speculation or subjectivism, and as

aconsequence, knowledge was factual, truthful, timeless, objective and ever increasing with new data. This current

thematically favoured the administrative and constitutional development of the state – nation., it concentrated on a bi-

dimensional analysis  without going deep into the underlying forces and focusing on the privileged elites.

On the other hand the shaping of history as a science was closely related to the process of profesionalization which aim was

to gather the historians who favoured the same critical scientific rigor and the same detachment. But  the l9th century

methodist historians willingness to be professionally autonomous didn’t prevent them from supporting the social function

of the discipline..In this sense, they had the idea of teaching history as an essential component of civic training and a

decisive element for the consolidation of the national- state.
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A new creative tension occurred in the historiographical world at the beginning of the third decade of our century when  the

so- called structural history became tthe prominent paradigm. based on a holistic conception of the historical reality which

held that structures were macro- real entities with a geographical, economic and social organization free from the action

and the cons.cience of the individuals and groups. It is the flourishing period of macro- historical paradigm and its

subsequent sociological approach to l explanation., which is the typical feature in french historiography, in the marxist

tradition, in american social historiography, in german social history of politics, inthe historiography of non- western

countries, and even in the nomological- deductive model. To.sum up, it was a point of wiew that emphasized the structural

approach more than the hermeneutical and individual interpretation. From the thematic point of view,  this current favoured

the the history from below.  This democratization of history can be taken as the reflection of the egalitarian spirit of the

sixties.

Since the seventies there was another shift in the methodological and epistemological debates within the historical

discipline with the appearance of the revisionistic currents. These postures comprise a complex set of changes on the

historical research and, indeed, on the conception of explanation.

The first change was the insistence upon the active and reflexive character of human agency. In other words, the

transformation in historiography in the last thirty years show a gradual shift from necesity to freedom The second mutation

was a shift from the economic and demographic issues to the antropologhical problems. Historians are no longer

preoccupied exclusively with the clear analytic categories- production, economy,population and social structures – but with

all aspects of human behaviour and the systems of values.In other words, there prevails a multi-sided approach which

extends the field of historical inquiry. That is to say, new impetus was given to the unconventional marginal issues which

came into focus. 

Another significative aspect was the shift from the group to the individual, from quantification to individual example, as a

way of throwing light on the internal development of societies. This approach manifests itself in the upsurge of micro-

historical studies in different national contexts. Also, in the light of this revision, there has been a revival of non-theoretical

narrative approaches and the distance between history and social sciences has deepened.

A fifth aspect is seen in the rebirth of political history – defined as the interpretation of any given unit or society- in terms

of how power is sought, practised,challenged, abused or denied.

Another shift which can be noticed is the adoption of the hermeneutical approach.The principal assumption of this

paradigm is the rejection of the naturalization of the social world by the revalorization of the human agency, through a

close reading of symbols and signs as a expression of human desire and decisions.

However, the most important shift has been the change from explanatory models of stratified, mono-causal social change to

multi – causal interconnected models. There was an emphasis on the historicity of social forms and the aim was that theory

comes from history.  This swerve is seen in french historiography, in the production of renovated marxism, in american

historiography and the narrative thesis in english anlytical philosophy.

The historiography resulting from these changes is not exempted from criticism. It is questioned for a fragmentation of the

object of knowledge, for a lack of  political and theoretical structure, and it is taken as restrospective anthropology and as

overplotting history of ordinary people at the expense of wider consideration of social structure and power. The danger

lying in deviating from one theoretical standing to another is a resulting shift from economic to cultural revisionism, both

being unsatisfactory.
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But undoubtedly the great debate into the discipline at the end  of twenty century is the labelled  disciplinary

identity crisis and I think there are two  kind of of crisis : the disciplinary crisis and the cognitive crisis. The first refers,

among others aspects, to the higher fragmentation of  contemporary historiography in several countries. Consensus and

cohesion were replaced for fragmentation and by particularistic commitments : regional,. local, ethnic and gender

approaches.. On the other hand, the relationship between history and social sciencies, in some cases, has been a serious

proyect  to impose uncritically on the historical research a different logic of its own.

The cognitive crisis refers to the uncertainties that affect the heart of historical knowledge. It was the clear

intention to avoid the possibility of any historical knowledge. We can speak, in this sense, of a second crisis of

historicism, but this crisis is cognitive  History, is widely argued to be one discourse among many. The notion of

scientific investigation of primary sources has been vehemently attacked.The historical research is reduced to rhethorical

interpretation of the texts instead of  explanation of social events. In the wake of this vision rather than version, there is a

disregard about professional authority and the meaning of the progress of the science and scholarship became

problematic. In closer relation with this process, professionalization has lost it standing as a positive development and

there is a movement against the monopolistic claims of academic history. This situation pointed to the questioning of

social function of history and the opposition between scientific history and non- scientific one.. This aspect, like the

previous topics above mentioned, is dealt with in all the papers and I will analyze them more extensively in the complete

version of my comment.

II  In this part, I suggest some topics for further discussions. Once stated all the most important tensions in the twentieth

century, I think  that the most important challenge , in the postmodern age is to rethink about how we research, explain

and write history.The historians are being compelled to address these questions afresh after Carr and Elton had done in

thirty or more years ago in different ways. This challenge involves some crucial questions that may be encouraged First,

it is necessary to clarify the scope of the interdisciplinary relationship  between history and social sciences and the new

humanities like literature and cultural theory in order to preserve disciplinary identity. Second, another problem is to

achieve a balance posture betwen empiricist certainty and the conception in favor of  the made rather than the found of

the historical accounts. In other words, it is necessary to rethink the historiographical task as equidistant between the

debate of documented narration and the historian’s narrativity.Third, we should pay attention to the macro- micro

linkage, the interaction betwen the power of human agency and the constraints of the structural conditions to achieve

newer creative synthesis  This moment favours a synthesis that will avoid all reductionism and reification, whether it be

economic, cultural or linguistic, a synthesis that articulates macro and micro physics of power and that recognizes that

human subjectivity is made up of and at the same time constitutive factor of social reality. Finally, I will allow myself to

admit with Chartier that the path traced from the archive to the text, from the text to writing, and from writing to

knowledge takes history away from the edge of the cliff.


